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Relevance of the subject of the research: the specificity of the discursive 

understanding of beauty has not yet been the subject of special research in 

linguistics. Comparison of the characteristics of this ethno-concept in Russian and 

English linguocultures will make it possible to more clearly represent the system of 

value priorities of different linguocultural groups. 

Aim of the work: to draw up a comprehensive description of the ethno-concept 

“beauty / krasota” in Russian and English linguistic consciousness. 

Tasks: - to define the concept of ethno-concept in pragmacognitive linguistics; 

- to consider the linguistic approach to the study of this ethno-concept; 

- to consider the methods of ethnoconcept research; 

- to make a semantic analysis of the derived words of the ethno-concept “beauty / 

krasota”; 

- to consider the synonymous series of the ethno-concept “beauty / krasota”. 

Theoretical importance of the research: contributes to the theory of 

pragmacognitive research as applied to the study of vocabulary. This study shows 

the specific features of the vision of the world by native speakers of Russian and 

English. 

Practical value of the research: The materials of this thesis can be used in 

lexicographic practice in compiling a dictionary of basic ethnoconcepts, in 

translation activities, in writing textbooks on lexicology, translation studies, 

comparative linguistics, cognitive and pragmatic cognitive linguistics, in compiling 

reviews of conceptological studies. 



Results of the research: were tested at the annual regional scientific-practical 

conference of young scientists, graduate students and students of PSU "Young 

Science-2021". 

Recommendations: The results obtained in our study can be used in the practice 

of English language teaching in high school; in advanced training courses for 

teachers of foreign languages.  

 


